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MSWELL
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY EVENING,

VOLUME 4.

Ambulance Calls Made Anywhere Night ot Day.
THE FIRST
WEEK
DOINGS

'

OF THE TERRITORIAL
LEGISLATURE.

fIGHT ON

STRONG

the party leaders much trouble during the week, and is not yet settled,
threatening to break out with every
meeting of the house. It is expected
to spend $15,000 on extra employees,
over and above the help paid by the
general government, and the money
was divided between the two houses
on a prorata basis, the council getting
It is
$5,400 and the house $9,600.
expected that this sum would allow
of 48 employees in the house, being
two for each member but when the
employees presented themselves and
the rolls were made up was found
that one hundred and fourteen were
present and drawing pay. Then the
trouble started.
The party leaders realize that they
must be careful with a factional fight
threatening them, and they are all for
retrenchment. They went into caucus with the members of the house
and
the first trimming brought
about the discharge of
It
is almost unnecessary to say that
there are in Santa Fe juat
now trouble makers for the legislators
and they are making things warm. A
number of the legislators have compromised with their followers by paying them some money and sending
them home, but this can not be done
by all. It is expected that there will
be another reduction in the number
of employees, and the legislators are
complaining that the majority of those
employed are useless, being
better
suited for sheep camps than legislative halls. The bosses are figuring
on making another reduction, and then
getting employees actually useful, but
they are under great pressure.
Old timers in New Mexico are almost unanimous in saying that the
present assembly is composed of better men. on the average, than have
ever before been sent here to represent the people of this territory, and
they expect results accordingly. The
indications are that aside from some
legislation intended to offend the governor, the laws passed by this assembly will be acceptable to the people.
One of the strongest arugments
the passage of the district attor
ney bill is that in a majority of the
districts the people can not be trusted to elect proper men to the offices.
Democrats believe in the election of
all officials by the people, and they
generally favor the passage of any
bill placing the matter in the hands
of the people, but at the same time
they admit that the republican districts of this territory will probably
disgrace themselves in selecting their
prosecuting officers, and they sympathize with those republicans objecting to the bill on that ground.
An
bill will be passed
by this assembly, but. already there is
a fight on as to the provisions of the
proposed law. The friends of Hagerman are charging that the bill to be
passed by the brutal majority will be
ineffective, and simply a blind.' At
least two bills will be introduced on
the subject. Representative Ruppe
has one which is said to be very se
vere in its provisions, and to meet.
the approval of the Hagerman people.
fifty-tw-

fifty-tw- o

The Gang Determined to Oppose the
Governor.
District Attorney Bill
Gives Selection of Attorneys for the
Next Two Years to the Council.

(Daily Record News Bureau,
Santa Fe. N. M, Jan. 26)
The 37th Legislative assembly closes Its first week with considerable

more excitement than usually attends

"the work of New Mexico legislatures
for the first few weeks of existence.
Regardless of all that is said, there
Is great friction in the republican par-

ty and there are two factions warring
for results in th present legislature.
One faction is headed by Hagerman.
and is known as the administration
faction, while the opposing faction is
known as the regular party organization.

The organization of the legislature
and the
early introduction of legislation expec
ted to deprive the governor of patronage is a sure indication of the hostility of the majority to the governor.
The bill introduced in the council,
by" Martinez, of Taos is intended to
take away from the governor the now
er of appointing officials in case of vacancies, and has actual merit. Some
years ago the law provided for the ap
pointment of county officials in case
of vacancy by the board of county
commissioners, but was charged by
a republican legislature because of the
expected death of a republican sheriff
In a county with democratic commissioners.
The bill appears to be all
right, and it is expected that it will
receive the signature of the governor.
House bill No. 1 brought about the
first real struggle between the administration and the party organization,
ana after a hard fight resulted in a
victory for the organization. The bill
provides for the election of the district attorneys by the people at the
next general election, and meanwhile
the legislative council fills the positions. The feature of the bill bringing
about the desperate opposition is toe
section authorizing the election for
the next two years by the council, as
it is looked upon as a direct slap at
Hagerman.
The first attempt to suspend the
rules of the house for the passage of
the bill failed by a vote 15 to 9 against
it requiring 16 votes to suspend the
rules. This attempt was mads ThursFriday morning the
day afternoon.
forces returned to the
charge and passed the bill, after the
usual sparring, by a vote of 17 to 7,
the change having been brought about
during the night. It is said that both
factions worked all night.
During the struggle on the floor of
the House several territorial officials
favorable to the Hagerman faction
were on the floor working with the
members, and Holt, of Dona Ana county introduced a resolution excluding
all lobbiest from the floor. A member
then discovered that under the old
rules, being temporarily u3ed by the
house, that territorial officials, and
others, were 'permitted on the 'floor,
and the section was promptly suspended.
Two years ago the territorial officials were all with the regular organization, and the rule was all right, but
it Is different now. So far as the exclusion of those making it a practice
to lobby, the rule meets general appro
val. and the belief Is that it should
have been put in force maay years
ago.
The vote on the final passage of the
bill was as follows:
Ayes: Abbott, Santa Fe: Aldrich,
.
Is distinctly

Beach. Biernbaum. Denniston.
Green. Hen-erHolt. Martin, Mir
abal, Padilla. Sanchez, San Miguel;
Sanchez. Taos; Studley, Trujlllo, Mr.
Galle-gos-

a.

Speaker

17.

g

p

undisputed majority to his credit.

570

Although finally put out of the house
as a member, it took the greatest effort upon the part of all the party
chiefs, and was then done by a close
margin. This year he has come back
and acquired greater honors.
He has several times, been elected
to the city council of Santa Fe, and
has a record of never having been defeated at thet polls, although often opposed by the strongest men of .the opposition.
o

WORK

'S

state.

H

we are offering bargains
heretofore unheard of for
example
A $28.00 Bookcase for only

$20:00
A

?25 Folding.bed for only

$18.50
Those who contemplate
buying goods in our line
should call early and get
first choice.

MURDERER SOUGHT
REVENGE ON DOCTOR.
New York. Jan. 28. Suspected of
knowing something about the shooting of Dr. Charles W. Townsend. of
Staten Island, who was mysteriously
murdered at his home Friday night,
the police have arrested John Bell,
formerly a street car conductor, at
his home in Brooklyn. Suspicion was
directed against Bell by the discovery
that his wife died about a year ago
--

after an operation attending childattended the
birth. Dr. Townsend
woman and had charge of the operation. Bell is reported to have blamed Dr. Townsend for her death.
Alabama Sunday Schools.
Mobile, Ala--, Jan. 28. At the annual Mobile Sunday School convention,
which opens this evening in the Government Street Presbyterian church,
addresses will be made by many prominent religious workers of southern
Alabama. The meeting will last thru
Delegates will be select
ed for the state convention, which
meets in Birmingham, April 9.

Burglar Enter Peeler's Store.
Satnrday night a burglar entered
the rear of the Peeler Shoe Store and
stole a couple of Stetson hats, a few
pairs of shoes, some old coins from
the cash drawer (everything else of
value having been removed) and a
few trinkets. This is toe first burgla
ry in Roswell in a year. It was re
ported yesterday that a burglar nad
entered the store of Price & Co., but
Sidney Prager, of that firm, states
that the report was a mistake.
-

THE LEADERS

IN

THE LEGISLATURE
District Attorney Bill sent from the House to the
Council and there sent to Judick
ary Committee

Phone 75

A motion by Mr. Hinkle that In
case of necessity, the mayor and
Commercial Club put a committee in
the field to do whatever work may
be necessary here or at. Santa Fe to
kill the new county idea, was passed, after which the meeting adjourned

R. R. CASE
CLOSED

FIFTY CHINESE CRAFT
SUNK AT HONG KONG.
Hong Kong, China, Jan. 28. A terrific rain sqall broke over Hong Kong
this morning, and in a space of ten
minutes sank over fifty Chinese craft
in the harbor. More than a hundred
natives were drowned. There were CONCLUDED AT AMARILLO
SATURDAY AFTERNOON.
no casualties among the .white popumany of
lation. Launches rescued
the occupants of the swamped boats.

ON

o

WOMAN'S BODY BURNED
APPARENTLY WITHOUT FIRE
Pittsburg, Pa., Jan. 28. Albert
HOPES OF SUCCESS
Houck found the body of bis wife lying on a table in her room, burned
to a crisp, when he returned home
late last night. Nothing else in the
CAMERON INTRODUCES EMPLOYEES BILL
room, not even the table on wnich
the body was found, had been burned.
Houck says all the doors were locked
and the lights out when he returned, Witnesseses Before the Commission
and he climbed through the cellar Return to Roswell With High Hopes
of a Favorable Decision.
Attorney
window.
The police are mystified.
WouWT Limit Cost of Employees to $2500 in the Council and to
Cowan Says Roswell's Case Was
the Best He Has Ever Had Against
$4000 in the House. Cameron Will Favor Special Election FIRE LOSS NEARLY
the Railroad.
A MILLION DOLLARS
Springfield,
Mass., Jan. 28. The
Amendment to the Present bill. Governor Friends Said Not

plant of the Phelps Publishing Co.
to Object to Bill if Special Election Clause is Tacked on the here
was destroyed by fire early this
The loss is nearly a million
Bill. House Met at 2:20 and Important Action is Predicted morning.
dollars. The company published several magazines, including Farm and
For This Afternoon.
Orange

The case of the Pecos Valley shipJudd Farmer. pers against the Pecos Valley and
Northeastern Railroad Company ia
ELECTION . OF DISTRICT
ATTORNEYS BY PEOPLE. now closed and in the hands of the
The following
telegram was this Interstate Commerce Commission, all
tween, its advocates and 'opponents morning sent to J. O. Cameron, mem- the
evidence having been finished
appears to be over the method of se- ber of the Council from thjs district:
Saturday at Amarillo, and the Pecos
lection of the district attorneys until
'Roswell' N. M., Jan. 28.
there can be an election by the peo- "To J. 'O. Cameron. Santa Fe, N. M. Valley witnesses having returned to
ple. There are some Republicans op"We, the undersigned Democrats their homes Sunday night.
After taking the testimony in the
posing it because they claim that a of the Chaves County Bar, are heartmajority of Republican districts will ily in favor of election of district at- Amarillo case, which involved the
torneys by a vote of the people, and various roads entering that town.
not be able to elect proper men.
They admit that this objection will prefer measure to elect at once, and Commissioner Prouty on Saturday afnot apply to the Democratic districts. respectfully request that you vote for ternoon took up the Roswell evidence which was briefly summarized
It is reported that Cameron will fa- such a measure.
vor a special election amendment to
iSigned) J. W. Eden, W. A. Dunn, in the Record Saturday evening. H.
He
the bill. Many now favor extending U. S. Bateman, F. Williams, A. L. R. Morrow was the first witness. conthe provisions of the bill so as to Love, K. K. Scott, Ed S. Gibbany, J. testified as to his knowledge of
at
ditions
both
Amarillo
in
the
and
elect county attorneys with all the M. Peacock, W. W. Gatewood,
as a railduties of the present district attorPatton, J. T. Evans, G. A. Rich-- , valley, from nis experience
man
business
road
and
for the
here
neys in their respective counties. ardson.
County past sixteen years. By written data
of Roosevelt
Democrats
There Is no objection to the provision
for election by the people, biiV the Bar: Jesse L. Reese, Sam J. Nixon, he showed that Roswell was obliged
to pay higher than points at a greatfriends of the Governor claim the bill W. O. Young.
er distance and higher grades payed
ia directed at him by taking away
In other places. He said that Roswell
the power of appointment.
Now
to
is
time
Plant
the
would be glad to get the Pecos City
The House met at 2:30 and is getOats, Blue Grass and Onion Sets. rate or th'e El Paso rate, that it did
ting down to business slowly. Some
not
ask for the Texas common point
important action is predicted for la- Large' stock of each, extra fine. Rosrate.
ter in the afternoon.
well Produce & Seed Co.
80t3wl
Following him others testified as to
conditions in the valley. They were
obliged accoriing to the testimony
2nd. Such county division is not
brought forth to use coal mined on
just to those who have opened up
Santa Fe lines and could not get coal
and developed the country and have
over the Rock Island or the Denver
a right to enjoy such easement of
to Amarillo and down the Pecos lines.
taxation as may come from the inThere had been sucn a rate they said
creased population.
but for some time they had been un"3rd. The tendency toward county
able to get any rate at all that would
division has reached a dangerous limallow them to use other coal. Other
it, and should be called to a halt
testimony bore on the car shortage
within reason.
and the growth of business In the
to
a
4th. It would be
the
valley.
material development of the Valley
W. R. Friedmood, of Artesia, testithat can hardly be estimated. '
fied afito the tonnage that comes in"5th. For these reasons and others
to the Pecos Valley and gave some
we are absolutely against division of
evidence on commercial
OF FIRE DAMP IN A pointed
any sort that has any taint of polit-- j EXPLOSION
rates. His testimony was supported
PRUSSIAN MINE KILLS
urge
speculation,
or
jobbery
ical
and
by that of W. A. Vickers, of HagerFORTY MINERS.
man. John T. folton, of Carlsbad,
that all such movements be estopped until the 'honest property values
gave testimony along the same lines
as the others, but added competitive
and the proper administration o govcounty
division
ernment makes
figures, showing that Pecos Valley
timely.
merchants cannot compete with the
"6th. Because, as relates to the di
trade in the mountain country" to the
west bordering on the Rock Ic'aml
visions proposed on the south, the
A TERRIBLE DISASTER
people outside of a few favored points
and plains country to the east ttat
are against the change and desire
has the T. P. as a source of supply.
move
no
are,
to remain as they
and
He also compared the rates of the
county
have
division should
Pecos- Valley with those of Pecos Cl-- 1
for
ty, Texas, showing to the disadvanweight until it is the express desire
tage of the railroad the excessive
of all the parties in the territory
that desires to secede.
Many Lives
Lost by Explosion of rates charged here.
The following
J. A. Graham, secretary of the Rosamendments were Fire Damp in French Mine. Four
well Commercial Club, gave testimooffered and lost, but two votes being
Factory.
Ice
Killed in Chicago
ny relative to the wonderful agriculrecorded for them:
Half Million Dollar Fire at Buffalo.
"We do not regard it as expedient
tural development of the Pecos ValTown Flooded.
Arkansas
ley and the rates charged on apples,
to create any new county unless the
property within the proposed new
alfalfa and general products.
county
amounts to $1,000,000, and
Harold
Hurt gave the figures on
$1,000,000
coal, hides and wool rates to Rosthat there is no less than
in value in each of the counties to be
well and other points in the valley.
The testimony of the Pecos Valley
affected by the creation of any new
Saarbtick,
Rhenish
Prussia, Jan. citizens showed that the rates chargcounties."
were ed .here are greater, with two or
miners
"We further oppose the creation 28. Several hundred
of any new county unless a majority entombed early today at the Reden three exceptions, than anywhere else
of the property owners, that is, a ma- shaft by an explosion of fire damp. in the country.
jor part of the property to be affect- At 1:30 this afternoon 164 bodies
Much of the Roswell evidence was
ed, desire the creation of said new and 17 dangerously injured miners in the form of typewritten tables and
county."
other data that the Commercial Club
had been taken out.
After these amendments were lost,
(4:00 p. m.) An outbreak of fire had prepared. These papers were filed
discussion of the original resolutions in the Reden mine has driven out the with the Commission foi further refwas taken up, many speaking briefly rescuers. It is considered probable erence.
The comment of Attorney Cowan
in its favor. W. M. Atkinson stated that thirty or forty men are still in
.that the people of the Lower Penaseo the mine. The number of dead is was that Roswell's case was in the
best form of any that had come beand Plains countries were against now estimated at two hundred.
fore the Commission. The evidence
A Terrible Disaster.
the new county move. He said it was
understood that Hagerman, the only
Lens, France, Jan. 28. A terrible was to the point and not too much
township in favor of the change, had disaster, involving the loss of many of it. While the returned citizens feel
realized
the hopelessness of the lives, occurred today in a coal mine that they have done the best that
move and was now content to let at Lievin. in the Courriers district. could have been done, they do not
well enough alone. He said that it The catastrophe was due to the ex- hold out hope of success in all lines,
had taken sixteen years to build up plosion of fire damp in one of the for fear of failure. However, lower
rates have been admitted by the railthe county to the position of the "ban- pits.
ner county of New Mexico," as adA panic followed the explosion and road to be just on some commodi
mitted by the Santa Fe New Mexican, the greater part of the population of ties, and these are expected to fol
and that it was not time to cut it the town rushed to the mouth of the low. The railroad itself has offered
down yet.
pit, preventing the work of rescue some reductions chat will no doubt be
.,
was until the gendarmes restored a sem- one result of the hearing.
O. R. Tanner, of Hagerman,
induced to speak against his will. He blance of order.
said that he always had been opposOf 812 miners who descended Into EIGHT JURORS SECURED
IN THE THAW CASE.
ed to division until it was forced on the pit this morning, 680 had been
Hagerman as an issue by Artesia. He brought to the surface at two o'clock
New York, Jan. 28. One more Ju
said that since all hope of securing this afternoon . The bodies of the ror has been added to the panel which
a "Hagerman" county "had fled, be chief engineer and two assistants, s to try Harry K. Thaw for killing
mangled,
were recovered. Stanford White, making eight thus
had no further interest in the new horribly
county proposition. He said that all It is not yet known how many lives far selected. All the members of the
square
deal,
Hagerman wants is a
were lost.
Thaw family were in court today, except Josiah Thaw, brother of the ac
Searching For Gas Leak.
and that they were not afraid of not
getting it under present conditions.
Paris, Jan. 28. Advices received cused. The Countess of Yarmouth was
Judge Richardson poured oil on at the Ministry of Labor indicate that sufficiently recovered from her cold
the waters by remarking that in the the chief engineer and his two assist- to attend. Her constant coughing was
whole fight there , was no feeling ants were probably the only victims sufficient refutation, of the statement
whatever, against Artesia, except a of the explosion of the coal mine at that she was remaining away begood feeling Tf appreciation of their Lieuven. It appears they had gone cause of dissensions in the family as
desire to come to" the front, which down in search of a gas leak, the regards Mrs. Harry Thaw und her
was but natural in a community that task not requiring the assistance of companion. Miss McKenzie. The latter was also there.
has done so much good work in de- any of the mine employees.
veloping the lower valley. After that
Four Killed in Ice Factory.
upon
28were
men
were
Chicago,
voted
and
Watch for Fire Department Cards,
Four
Jan.
the resolutions
adopted.
killed and sixteen seriously injured
The Fire Department will issue its
s"lng for contribu
At the conclusion D. R. Britt made today as the result of the explosion cards tony
CARLTCfciger. Every citia long speech in favor of the new of an ice machine in the power tions H,
county. Mr. J3ritt is a resident of house of Armour & Co. Twenty men zen w
siiould aend in
Postoffiee.
how much ha
Roswell, but has considerable inter- ! were working in the room when the the ret'
vause.
(Continued on Fourth. Page.)
ests in Lake Arthur.
will
nuiaa xuver Kje. 1
Home and the

Special to the Daily Record.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan.: 28. The Territorial Council met this morning at
10:20. A message from the House
was received, transmitting H. B. No.
Attorney
1, known as the District
Bill. The Council adopted rules, being the same as used at previous sessions. A number of bills relating to
the office of Auditor were introduced.
The Cameron resolution providing
for the extra employees was taken
up. It restricts the, expenditures of
the Council to $2,500 for all purposes,
including
employees and contingencies. It restricts the House to $4,000.
It was ordered translated and referred to the Finance Committee.
The district attorney bill was then
read in full and sent to the Judiciary
Committee. It was also ordered translated. Since the bill has finally been
seen in print there is less objection
to it, as the only real difference be

PEOPLE SAY
NOT YET

Em-me-

tt

MINERS

ENTOMBED

set-bac- k

MASS MEETING DECLARES ITSELF
AGAINST ANY NEW COUNTIES
IN THE PECOS VALLEY.

THE RESOLUTIONS

-

Artesia Committee Present.
Sentiment Practically Unanimously
Opposed to Any Division of Chaves
County. A Motion, to Put a Working Committee in the Field Was
Passed.

The

NEW GOODS

-

question, has given

trans-latorshl-

I

e.

The employee

Hon. Roman L. Baca.
(Of Santa Fe County.)
Hon. Roman L. Baca, of Santa Fe
county, appears to have been the unanimous choice of the lower house
of the 37th legislative assembly for
speaker, as the democrats in that body seconded his nomination. That
their confidence in his fairness and
impartial administration of his high
office was not misplaced is shown by
the "fact that the three democrats of
the lower house received more gener
our treatment than usual, being favored ahead of many well known repub
licans. The selections for committee
work evidently not having been made
on strictly party lines.
Mr. Baca is a native of Valencia Co.
and comes from one of the most powerful and respected families of the
territory, at one time blessed with
reat wealth, but not since the advent
of Mr. Baca to public life has he enjoyed the advantage of even a fair
competency to assist him in his ambitions.
His first office was that of assessor of Valencia County, and then he
held several important positions in
connection with the legislative assemblies of the territory, including
and the chief clerkship.
In 1903 he was elected to the legislature from Santa Fe County, and
in 1905, but because 'he chose to
oppose the work of the party managers he was thrown out, although with

TO-DAY-

NUMBER 281

Prices Reasonable" Ullery,

-

Lu-cer-

veto.

tion.

WALTON'S STUDTO.
During this kind of weather amateurs as well as others may spend
their time profitably by putting their
Hon. Charles A. Spiess,
prints and post
unmounted
kodak
(Of San Miguel County.)
in albums. A large and complete
cards
The selection of Hon. Charles A.
80tf
Spiess, of San Miguel county, for assortment kept in stock.
president of the council, has met
with the general approval of both re- HEARING JOBBERS' COMpublicans and democrats, and the lone
PLAINT AT SAN FRANCISCO
democrat in the council made strong
San Francisco, Cal., Jan. 28. Intercandidacy.
is
He
his
endorsement of
state Commerce Commissioner Franklooked upon as a fair minded man.
lin K. Lane, today began investigaMr. Spiess made his first appear- tion of the complaints of jobbers and
ance in public life in Santa Fe county manufacturers that the Southern Paas a member of the school board of cific Railroad Company is collecting
the city of Santa Fe. In 1895 he was a toll of five cents a ton on all the
defeated for the- - council of the terri- freight received here, whether it goes
torial legislative assembly by thir- over the wharves of the state or not.
teen votes, and at the following elec- - The state charges this toll when
goods pass over the wharves, but it
is. alleged that the railroad collects
the- toll from shippers even on the
freights that come up the coast road
and tever reach the. wharves. ComAs We Are Making
missioner Lane will also continue the
inquiry into the facts connected with
Harriman merger.
the
Room For
To Raise the Freight Blockade.
Omaha, Neb., Jan. 28. James J.
Hill has called upon the Burlington
road to help raise the blockade of
the Northern Pacific m the Dakotas
and the Burlington responded by
sending twelve of the heaviest locomotives from the Nebraska division
to the Northern Pacific. If possible
locomotives will go forsix more
ward from Nebraska, although there
is a shortage of motive power in this

o
No. Abbott. Colfax; Hudspeth,
y Montoya, Moral, Mullens, Rup-p-

Walters 7.
It was understood that the friends
of Hagerman accepted the bill as a
slap at his arl ministration, and made
it a test of strength, while the regular
pprty organization made no secret of
its purposes; the above vote may be
taken as a test of the strength ot
the factions.
Of course, the machine leaders in- sist that they are simply seeking to
place the election of district attorneys
in the hands of the people as a matter
of principle, but the protestations deceive no one. They are In the field
to take away the patronage from , a
governor they consider hostile, and
the Indications are that they will go
as far in that policy as the organic
act will permit.
Friday morning both houses ' adjourned over until Monday, aid the
leaders of the warring factions are
putting In all their time preparing
for the expected struggle in the council over the district attorney bilL: The
Hagerman people declare its passage
over a veto in the council to be impos
Bible, while the regulars declare they
'nave at least nine votes, and possibly
ten. It requires eigrht to suspend the
rules or pass a bill over the executive

tion was given a good majority for
the same office, making a good record
in that important body.
In 1898 he was appointed district
attorney for Santa Fe district and acceptably served in that capacity until
removed to Las Vegas in 1899, where
he again served the public as prosecutor.
In 1901 he was elected to the legislative council from San Miguel, and
honored with a
He was not opposed as a candidate
for president of the council of the 37
legislative assembly, as it was generally conceded that nis party services
had earned for him that honor. He
is treating the democratic minority
with great fairness.
He is more often mentioned in connection with the nefct republican nomination for congress than any other
man, and will undoubtedly be given
an opportunity to refuse the nomina-

JANUARY 27, 1907

The mass meeting at the court
house at four o'clock Saturday afternoon was attended by a goodly gathering of public spirited citizens, and
developed the fact that . the citizenship generally is "dead against" the
proposition to establish a new county between Roswell and Carlsbad. In
the rear of the- audience sat D. L.
Newkirk, editor of the Artesia News,
and Gayle( Talbot, former editor of
the Artesia Advocate, who had just
returned from Santa Fe, where they
were lobbying for the new county.
It was known to many that they
were going home because they had
given up the fight, and to these the
meeting was more in the nature of a
ratification of a ..victory already won
than a preparation for battle. However, it was known that there are other
county division schemes on the north
and the meeting was allowed to proceed.
V. M. Atkinson called for order.
was selected as
G. A. Richardson
chairman, and Will Robinson secre.

tary.
James F. Hinkle opened with a
forcible speech, setting forth about
the same arguments he advanced at
the Commercial Club meeting against
county division, and telling of the
scheme to" lop off a big slice of Chaves county on the north.
Elder C. C. Hill continued the argument of Mr. Hinkle, saying that if
these annexing ideas were allowed
to spread there was no telling where
it would stop, and that Roswell itself
might be taken.
After these speeches the following
resolutions were introduced;

"Resolved, That- - We, the people of
Chaves county, are not in favor of
any division of the territory now embraced in Eddy and Chaves counties,
for the following reasons:
"1st. The property . valuations- - are
not such as to warrant such division

W. H. Rhodes went to Portal e 8 this without entailing
,
morning oa business.

burdensome
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of March
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per Week,
Per Month,

Paid In Advance,

$ .IS
.60
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Dally, Six Months,
Dally, One Year,
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The Greatest Medi- cine ever put on the
market or coughs and
colds.
Try it for that bad

)

CAMERON COMES OUT
OPPOSITION TO ITS PASSAGE AT PRESENT.

O.

morning. Orders for taking out any
standing ad. should also be In the of-by eleven o'clock to prevent its
eelng run that day.

IN

.

Stationery

PEOPLE

&

Co.

Pecos Valley Has Great Future Ahead
Railroad .FaciliNeeds Additional
ties to Give Its Products a Market.

for a country. Oh yes, advertising did

it all right

but besides having the

goods to show when 'aomeseekers
come, we have a live commercial
club in Roswell. and real estate men Santa Fe New Mexican Jan. 23.
not only advertised the country
Hon. J. O. Cameron, of Carlsbad,
As a last resource, the Almanac Is who
but
north and east with special who
now taking a strong stand on its cars went
has the distinction of being the
prospective settlers
bring
to
"dignity."
Then our advertising is done through only Democratic member of the preslive newspapers suc'.i .as the Daily ent Legislative Council, is strongly op
Through the efforts of Councilman Record, the Hagerman Messenger, posed to the - creation of any new
Cameron all county division proposi- Lakewood Progress, Artesla Advotions will be laid on the table for the cate, Carlsbad Argus, Current, and counties at present in the Pecos Valpresent-other papers. It should not be sur- ley. Being the Councilman from the
prising that a Governor from this Twelfth District comprising the coune
New Mexican has been smok- section of the Territory understands ties of Chaves, Eddy and Roosevelt,
adthe difference between
ed out at last. It s now openly fighthis views on the subject are of paring the Governor Just as the Rec- vertising and ancient history.
ticular interest. He says that the senord predicted it would.
timent of a large majority of the peoVALUABLE ADVERTISING.
the From Santa Fe Eagle.
ple directly affected are against any
The New Mexican wants to let lowIt is Interesting to note, at this such procedure and he feels in duty
office of attorney general to the
est bidder. Why not to the HIGHEST time, that, during the two years be- bound to exert his influence in debidder, as the Territorial printing ginning December 1, 1904, and ending Nov. 30, 1906, there were printed feating the new county propositions
was let?
and distributed by the secretary of so far as the Pecos Valley is conthe Bureau of Immigration 5,000 San cerned.
In return for Democratic support,
Hager-ma- n Juan county pamphlets and no Chaves
Mr. Cameron made no hesitation in
it is rumored that Governor as
county
pamphlets: that there were giving his views for publication on
dismay appoint Democrats
3,0.00
Bernaprinted
and distributed
where
trict attorneys In districts
county
pamphlets and no Tor- the proposed new counties of Hagerthere is an undoubted Democratic ma- lillo
county
pamphlets; that there man and Artesia but he declined to
rance
jority.
were printed and circulated
2,000 enter into a discussion of the two
Santa Fe county pamphlets and no other proposed counties of Coronado
rechas
The Albuquerque Citizen
Eddy county pamphlets or pamphets
ently counted the lettsra In the Bible, for any of the other nineteen coun- and Pyramid. To a reporter of the
to
the
equal
and finds the total about
ties of the Territory. During this time New Mexican last evening he said:
number of "ems" In that famous gov- more than nine-tenth-s
of the Immi"There is a movement on foot to
ernor's message In Spanish printeJ gration to New Mexico came to the create
one or more new counties in
by the New Mexican.
counties which had no pamphlets
now
printed. It is a curious fact that the the Pecos Valley out of territory
Hon. J. O. Cameron, the lone Demo- county which secured the largest embraced in the counties of Eddy and
crat of the Territorial Council, has number of pamphlets descriptive of Chaves. One proposition is to create
a place oa each of the following com- Its resources is the home of one of a county to be caled Hagerman with
mittees: Judiciary, Finance, Educa- the late members of the Bureau of the town of Hagerman as the county
tion, Irrigation, Enrolled and Engross- Immigration who certified that thous- seat which would embrace within Its
ands of dollars worth of work had
ed Bills, Library. Public Property.
been done when it had not. This may borders principally territory now In
bearing on the
of the terChaves county. One-thir- d
If the district attorney bill Is bound have had some county.
for that
Torrance coun- ritory proposed . to be included
In
to pass anyway, of course the Pecos ty, however,
any
pamphlets this new county is now part-owithout
Valley
Democrats will elect their got
Eddy
past
two
more
settlers within the
own district attorney. But it will be years
County.
than San Juan.
unfortunate for many counties west
Artesia County Project.
of the mountains wiiere the grafters
The method by which It was proare ta control.
propositon is that of Ar"Another
posed to railroad through the district
County which contemplates the
tesia
may
attorney
judged
by
bill
the
be
Possibly the Territorial Immigra- fact that the clerk of the house af- formation of a county with the town
tion Bureau might still prove useful ter the
bill was introduced refused of Artesia as the county seat and out
induce the
If the Governor could
allow either the Daily Record cor- of territory to be taken from the coun
president and secretary of the Ros-we- to
respondent
or the Albuquerque Daily
Commercial Club to take charge
representative to see a copy ties of Eddy and Chaves in about
of it, with other members of the Journal
of the bill. The grafters do not want equal proportions. The town of HagClub as a cabinet.
the people to see what they are doing. erman is located ajbout twenty-fiv- e
miles south of Roswell while the town
The Albuquerque Citlzea calls the
Louisiana State Fair.
of Artesia Is located about thirty-fiv- e
Journal of tnat city a uemocrauc
Shreveport, La., Jan. 28. A meeting miles north of Carlsbad.
Tho Record obleots. The Jour
nal is not orthodox. Still it seems to of the directors of the Louisiana State
"The creation of the county of Hag)u doinir all. that could bo expected Fair Association was held here
would not injure the present
erman
cause
paper
for the
for the purpose of electing officers for county of Eddy to any very great exof a Republican
of good government.
the ensuing year and to consider tent for the reason that the part of
dates and plans for the next fair. The Eddy county which would be taken is
directors report that the affairs of the
If the district attdrnev bill is pass
h fhjra fimiublr will not be as ma Association are in a flourishing condi practically unsettled and undeveloped.
ny Democratic candidates for district tion and that this ' year's exposition The effect upon Chaves county at this
attorney In this district as raere promises to be one of the greatest of time would be rather disastrous, at
were for Justice of the peace In the its kind ever held in the south.
least from the standpoint of the citiTvwwtnt Vamnaln. K. K Scott is the
zens of Chaves county not residing
Immigration.
For Southern
only man we have heard mentioned.
Montgomery, Ala., Jan. 28. Gover- and having interests in the Immediate
so' far.
nor Duncan C. Heyward of South Car- vicinity of the town of Hagerman.
olina will deliver an address on immi
"The proposed county of Artesia is
the bitterly
Optic tries to make It appear that gration before a joint session of Govopposed by the citizens of
tomorrow.
legislature
Alabama
the Governor Is making threats of ernor Heyward is not only the execu Chaves county residing and owning
pasb
rin
In
the
nmTwtuia tn
vh,t
of a state which has partially sol property in that part of the county
legislature does not do so and so. If tive
ved the immigration problem, but al which it is proposed to incorporate in
the Governor were that brand oi pol- so
the president of tne Southern Immi the county of Artesia. These citizens
itician, he would have been forced gration
Association,
and Industrial
to resign long ago. The truth is that and his address
is awaited with great referred to are so much opposed to
by keeping his own counsel as to his
now
on foot for the proposition that they seat a comare
'em all interest. Plans
plans the Governor hasof state immigra- mittee to wait upon me at my home
guessing. Bluff, bluster and black- the establishment
leagues in Alabama and other
guardism do not visibly affect him. tion
southern states as auxiliaries to the in Carlsbad before coming here. They
association. It is expected that a con- have also sent a delegation to Santa
The New Mexican has no censormovement on a large scale will Fe, the members of which are here
ship over- - the correspondence sent certed
soon
Inaugurated, having for its now for the purpose of protesting
out from Santa Pe this session. The object bethe bringing of Europeans
to against the proposition.
papers of the Territory the southern states to supplant the
Democratic
have a correspondence bureau of unsatisfactory and rapidly diminishing
Would Ruin Eddy County.
their own at the capital, under the supply of negro laborers.
"The
creation of the county of Armanagement of Mr. McCntchen. The
tesia in my opinion as at present proDally Record has a special corresNew
London
Theatre.
pondent on the ground, and the AlLondon, Jan. 28. London's new the posed would be ruinous to Eddy counbuquerque Journal also maintains its ater, the Playhouse,
will be opened to ty. It would take away from the terown Information bureau. The whole night by Cyril Maude.
ritory now embraced in that county
truth will be published and the peo
.
o
practically all of what Is commonly
ple will no longer be deceived by the
P. V. & N. E. TIME TABLE.
slush of the grafters' organ.
termed the artesian water district
j
(Railroad Time.)
which is now being rapidly developed
10:10 a. m.
The men who are working for the Northbound, arrive
as yet it is still in a formative
but
10:25 a. m. period. Very little land has actually
district attorney bill are not all in- Northbound, depart.
spired by pure patriotism. The chief Southbound, arrive.
p.
m.
4:60
been brought under cultivation and
object is to protect the old gang oi Southbound, depart,
6:00 p.m. the actual utility of the artesian watgrafters - from prosecution and to
M. D. BURNS. AgenL
atop the Investigation of election
er flow is not fully demonstrated.
frauds. The election of all officers
"The only part of the county rea
course
Brook,,
people
formeilj
Cedar
H.
W.
Is of
bv vote of the
which can be developed as a
maining
Democracy
but
cardinal principle of
B9tf
Oriental.
farming
is that lying around
district
government
good
In the Interests of
the Record believes the Democrats . Figure with B. F. Smith when yon and south of the town of Carlsbad and
cannot afford to help the old gang of want buggy painting.
Phone 175. 7tf Is under the government irrigation
grafters tie the hands of an honest
project which only contemplates furgovernor. ..
T-h-

pam-ohlip-

ll

or-tro-

to-da- y
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West- -

era Union telegrapb service In Ros
well has enabled the Record to-- in

crease its news reports, and the paper
today begins the publication of pages
of standard sire, one column wider
and two inches longer, or 136- racnes
more news space. The Record now
prints more set news matter than
any other daily la the Territory, ex
cept those published at Albuquerque.
It has not so many pages, but uses
nor
no "boiler-plate- "
ads
will continue to grow
The- Record
as rapidly as the patronage and size
of the town justifies. It will also continue to work for good government
and the advancement of all the material anil social interests of Roswell
and the Petfos Hy.
"""' or at
The New the French Inadvertently
nt ! f.VU for f 109 on. s a defense
i t tin T. n excess cf t: .Ion Bureau
an
t i
.saed work that leT
dead-bea- d

OO ESSl
D

FRESH

Candy
and

Nuts
.

7

-

run-abou- ts

up-to-da- te

-

IW. P. Lewis Hardware Co
The Pioneers of Fair Prices.
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Pecos Valley Lumber Co

.

Dr. T. E. Presley

Work Development.
"Carlsbad and El Paso are Interested in the building of a railroad
from El Paso through Carlsbad in a
northeasternly course which is generally termed the Kansas City Short
Line. The work of promoting this
railroad has been taken up in earnest
and sufficient funds have already been
raised for making the preliminary sur
veys for the line from El Paso to
Carlsbad. I am expecting to hear any
day now that the surveyors are in the

GROCERIES

"No movement for the betterment
of the Pecos Valley of so great importance could be made. El Paso Is
a growing city .which urgently needs
every product which could be furnished by the Pecos Valley.
This
railroad would put Carlsbad only one
hundred and fifty miles from that city
and would give the Pecos Valley the
market door for its products which
it has always needed. With such a
market the Pecos Valley in. my opinion will be second to no great valley
in the. West in point of wealth and po
pulation within three years after the
construction of this proposed road.
I firmly believe that the road will be
built and it is so Important to the
city of El Paso to get access to Kis
fertile valley that if the capital for
the construction of the road cannot
be readily raised in the eastern money
centers It can be raised in that city.
Rich Tributary Country.
"The railroad as projected will run
through a country that has no superior in the West for stock-raisinpurposes.
Throughout Its whole line
it will have tributary to it some rich
mineral sections which have never
been worked for want of railroad facilities and in northeastern Eddy county and on the plains in western Texas
it will traverse a rich undeveloped
farming section which today is the
largest farming district undeveloped,
to be found in the United States.
"Altogether I know of no section of
country in the whole United States
which so badly needs railroad facilities, nor do I know of any which
when furnished with such . facilities
will so quickly develop and make the
line a paying proposition from the
beginning of its operation. This natural advantage makes me believe that
there is no doubt but that the Kansas City Short Line will be in operation before many months have passed.
"Previous to ieaying home I was at
Iake Avalon where the United States
Reclamation Service is reconstructing
the dam across the Pecos River which
was washed away by the floods two
years ago. The work, on the irrigation project is being- pushed and the
cement foundation .to the water level
across the stream Is about completed
The civil engineers 1n charge assured
me that the work would be far enough
advanced to turn the water into" the
canals for distribution to farmers in
the district some time during the
of April. Of course that would
nishing water for 20,000 acres. The month
be plenty of time for growing crops
balance of the territory which would this year. In anticipation of the irbe left to the county of Eddy so far rigation project being finished in the
spring the farmers within the irrias is known at this time is only fit gable
area are gcing right ahead getfor grazing purposes, there being in ting their land in
shape to plant their
my opinion no room for development crops.
along 'that line, as the public ranges
To Cultivate' Large Acreage.
are fully stocked at the present time.
"We expect a .good many acres of
to be cultivated this season. For
land
"The citizens of Eddy county out- two years
the land in the district has
side of the Immediate vicinity of Ar- been
unused for want of water. A
tesia are according to my best infor- large number
of new settlers are commation on that subject almost to a ing in and buying farms in the irriman opposed to the creation of the gated districts. ' Lands which have
new county. On the whole I believe been held In large tracts heretofore
being subdivided
into smaller
that the creation of any new county in are
tracts and sold In that way.
the Pecos Valley at this time would "Carlsbad is feeling
the effect of the
be a Berious mistake. Such action work being done by the government
would result in the making of two on the diversion dam and the Influx
of immigrants. New buildings are
small and poor counties out of what being
erected for residence and busirepreis now a fairly prosperous and
ness purposes at a rapid rate tn evcounty
able to meet all its ery part
sentative
the town. The business
obligations and protect the interests conditionsofgenerally
are very good. In
of the citizens at a moderate expense. talking with tie merchants and those
g

HAY

AND

GRAIN

E. ,B. STONE

200 South Main

Phone

175.
The largest and most
stock of LITMBEH,
PAINT, GLASS and WALL PAPER in the Citj
up-to-da- te

Wholesale & Retail.

Estimates

Furnished.

For Sale Cheap
800 Large Wethers. 2300 Yearling Lamds. 3000
Bred Ewes.
:5000 Merino Ewes, good, 5.00 per head.
1SOO
Lambs and Wethers, good, $3.50 per head.
240 acres Deeded land artesian well $ 35 per .ici e.
40 acres of land with water and camp outgt, two
horse wagon, 56 bucks, 2000 wethers, 2GOO young
ewes all young.
Ten acres. 200 bearing apple trees. 200 young
.

trees. Artesian well and tank.
Good 6 room house, with out buildings.
within eitv limits.

-

w-

Price .3M

Phone 220, 5th and Ho.
Robins" Commercial School

field.

'

At

Kipling's
Candy Store-

that our line of buggies, surreys, park
wagons and
is the most complete
Hue that has ever been shown in
and
the city. We are making very close figures on
these goods, and invite you to come and examine
them. We think we can suit the most exacting
IN STYLE AND PRICE

We know

,

cold

Payton Drag, Book

All advertisements to Insure Insertion In the same day's issue of The
Record should be In the printers'
hands before eleven o'clock .In the

-
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m

NOT ENOUGH

MEMBER ASSOCIATED PRESS.

.Recent improvement of the

HAVE

I

ditch-water-rig-

u

S, 1879.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

'Some Pointed Reasons.
"In view of the fact that Artesia is
only a little over thirty-fiv- e
miles from
Carlsbad the county seat of Eddy
county and Is on the railroad running
between the two" places affording two
trains a day so that the citizens from
acres of
Artesia can reach the county seat at
any time in a little over an hour's fine land with
travel by train and In view of the furcottage one
ther fact that the towns are connect- and good four-rooed ' by excellent telegraph and tele- mile from court house to trade
phone service it does not seem to me
that any great hardship is imposed for small residence property in
upon persons living in that part of town.
the "county to transact such public
business as they may have at the
county seat.
"I have "heard that he complaint
has been made at Artesia that the R. H. McCUNE.
Agent
county commissioners of, Eddy county
have refused to build, a bridge across
the Pecos river some two or three
miles east of Artesia giving the citizens of the county residing east of
the river access to that town for purW. C. Held.
poses of doing business., I feel sure
J. M. Hervey.
that the county commissioners- of EdReid & Hervey
dy county do not wish to 'do an injustice to any section of the county and
LAWYERS
that such bridge will be built as soon
as there are sufficient funds availRoom 9, Texas Block. Phone 531
able for that purpose in the bridge
fund or failing in that as soon as
bonds can be voted for the building
of such a bridge. I have no doubt
that a bridge ample to meet the requirements of the citizens of that part
SPECIALIST.
of the county desiring it will be erectEYE EAR, NOSE & THROAT.
I
year
present
because
ed during the
Office Hours: 9 to 12 a. m. 2 to 4 p.
know it is the intention of the counm. Office: Oklahoma Block
ty commissioners to have the bridge
constructed at the earliest date possible.
"This new bridge In my opinion is
of much more importance to the welR. E. LUND
fare of the country in and around Artesia than a new county. Personally
LAWYER
I feel very friendly toward the people
of the northeastern end of Eddy coun-- .
Specialty fllninK Law
ty and would do anything in my power to help them in the development
324 N. Main.
Block. Navajo
of their county. I am very sorry that
my. duties as the representative, of the
whole people as I see it requires me
to oppose any proposition looking to
the creation of a new county out of
Dr. Thompson W. Grace
the territory proposed to be included
in either the county of Hagerman or
the county of Artesia."
Oklahoma Block.
Having expressed his views on the
county division question 'and frankly
stated why he was opposed to the ere Office Phone 237. Res. Phone 422
ation of any more new counties at this
time in the Pecos Valley, Mr. Cameron talked interestingly of the rapid
development of that section lying in
the southeastern part of New Mexico
Violets and Carnations
He told of the advantages of the proAt
posed new railroad which will tap a
rich country hitherto without railroad
ALAMEDA GREEN HOUSES.
facilities and of its inestimable beneTelephone 184.
fit to Carlsbad and other cities and
towns along the route. He said:

Good as

MOTTO:

J. H. Hamilton t
Enquire J, B. Bailey's Office.

the BEST, BETTER than the

rest. Personal, Private Instruction
in all Commercial Branches. 302 N. Pa
engaged in other lines of business in
Carlsbad I find that all of them are in
excellent spirits and are prosperous
and are therefore contented. Carlsbad's two banks are both in most thriv
ing condition of their history. A complete and
water works system is being installed in the town at
a cost of $50,000. The work is in
progress at the present time and it is
expected to be completed early in
March. This work is being done by
the Public Utilities Company a local
corporation.
"The stock owners are all in very
prosperous condition. Seasons for the
past two years have been all that
could be desired.
Cattle, sheep and
horses have done unusually well and
the increase has been phenomenal.
The prices realized for sheep and
wool have been the best I have ever
known during the seventeen years of
my residence in New Mexico. The
same can be said of horses. The prices obtained for cattle have been above
the average. Many important sales
of steers for the coming spring delivery were reported before I left home.
The prices for the three year old
steers were about $22.50 a head and
for the two year olds about $17.50 per
head."
Mr. Cameron is at pre3nt making
his headquarters at the Palace Hotel.
His young son is with him and he is
expecting his wife here in a few days.
He is making preparations to lease a
furnished house as his temporary
home during the session of the Legis-

Phone No. 35

Kemp Lumber Co
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Lumber
The very best grades. We will satisfy you at all times.
Come and inspect our stock.

160 ACRES

lature.

Hondo

FOR SALE.
Residence Lots Cheap
as Dirt.
An eight room house, 6 lots, nice
shade trees, good sidewalks, close in
and conveniently located. Good artesian well, $5,500.
Nice new five room house, 100 feet
southeast front, sidewalk. A "good bargain at $2,200.
A spendid bargain in 16 acres of
unimproved land, Railroad and 2nd
Street front; Two blocks from court
house. $1,000 cash, balance on easy
terms at low interest.
Some alfalfa land in artesian belt,
ditch water right; 26 acres sown to
alfalfa. The alfalfa on adjoining 40
acres yielded a net income last year,
1906, of more than 15 per cent. Near
town, spendid location.
A good 160 acres of Hondo water
right land. Some 40 acres of alfalfa,
good house, land fenced. Valued at
$37.50

CAR! .TON & BELL.
303 N. Main

street.

Water-Rig-

ht

Land. You Make
The Price.

Some Choice

per acre.

Get Our Estimates on Bills

Carlton & Bell

303 NORTH flAIN ST., ROSWELL, N. M.

Dr. A. Anderson

I

SPECIALIST

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

-

MA

BLOCK.

W

Special attention given to

INTESTINES AND
STonACH
DISEASES OF WOMEN.
OFFICE-OKLAHO-

H. I. NOWLAN

l

Corporation, Insurance,
Irrigation and Bankrupt- cy law. r ederal practice
a specialty

::::::

The best and safest way to make! Olfff FlfSl Mil BQIM. R0SW811. KOI ISXiCO
acre farm, finely improved, located In central Oklahoma,' to trade money Is to invest In real estate. We
for property In or near Roswell.
some of the best bargain,
cedar Brook, formerly W. II. Me-What have yon got? Carlton & Bell, have
B9U
the Valley. See us. Carlton ft Bell. Brayer. Oriental.
opposite postofflce.
160

)
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pelled to conclude that the t aperfiuous vassing for- - trade in South America Remer; Josiah Good; J. H. Winkley
Carnival.
Florida Motor Boat
population of the" earth, will soon be when we nave no means, save in for- J. E. Good; J. W. Nusbaum; Ella N.
Palm Beach, Fla., Jan. 28. The 3rd
me
Bauslin;
Good,
speed carnival and parade of
known
Eli
and
to
annual
eign
transport
ships to
our goods af
forced Into other channels than the
names are the Palm Beach Power Boat AssociatUnited States, and is not unlikely to ter we- - have secured a market for to be tie persons whose
instru ion, which, will be formally inauguratmove into the vast fertile plains and them? Gentlemen the answer to these subscribed to the foregoing
ment,
promise to eclipse any
each; person duly acknowl ed
rich regions of our South American questions rests with you and with edged and
to me tnat he or she executed event of the kind heretofore held, in
neighbors.
. ,
.
the same for the. purposes and consid America. Hundreds "of visitors are
other American citizens..
arriving here today and .it Is .likely
erations therein expressed.
It has been said that the populaWITNESS my hand and seal of of- that the crowd will break all records
tion of the earth one 'hundred years TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO.
fice this 31st day of Decem- of this popular resort, i The entries
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY.
ago was, in round numbers 800,000,000
(SEAL) ber, A. D. 1906.
for speed contests, to be held on Lake
CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON
(Signed)
Worth, are more numerous and of a
whereas In 1900 it was 1,600,000,000.1
I, J. W. Raynolds, Secretary of the
higher class than at any previous
ZACHARY TAYLOR
In other words dnrlng the last hun- Territory
wMexico, do hereby
Notary Public,
of the fastest
and Include-some- ,
dred years the population of the world certify thatef Ne- was
filed for record
there
My
expires January 18, power," boats, of this country and
has grown as much as in all previous in this office at Nine o'clock A. M 1909. Commission
'
'
' , , ;
Europe.
thousands of years of history. This on the tenth "Hay of January, A. D;
events of the
Endorsed ; No. 4700 Cor., Rec'd
One of
Vol. 5 Page 435. Articles of Incor tournament will be a reproduction of
has been due in a measure to the de 1907, Articles of Incorporation of
velopment of the science of preven- THE EXCEL ORCHARD AND NCR poration The Excel Orchard and Nur the" famous midnight carnival of Ven
sery Company." Filed in office of Sec ice Which will be held Thursday alght
ting disease and to the near approach
SERY COMPANY.
retary of New Mexico, January 10, A large amount of mony has been
of Tennyson's dream, when the "War
(No. 4700.) spent by the Palm Beach Power Boat
drum tnroDs no longer, ana me Dame and also that I have compared the 1907, 9 a. m.
W. RAYNOLDS,
J.
Association to make this the most
flags
words
are
In
other
same,
furled."
with the Compd. MP to MM.
following copy of the
Secretary. gorgeous-- - and ' magnificent boating
viz:
science has made such strides and original thereof now on file, and de
1. Tne excavation work done- - by
spectacle; ever" seen . In; America.
the French companies valued at about
the idea of the brotherhood of man clare it to be a correct transcript TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO-.The races this week will be more or
$27,500,000.
at
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY.
an international character than
made such progress that the de therefrom and of the wnole thereof.
has
CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON any previous carnival, . as many foreiThe Panama Railroad, nearly all
Given under my hand and the
plagues of ancient
wars
vastating
and
I, J. W. Raynolds, Secretary of the gn boats are entered. Several .French
the "stock of which was owned by the
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Atlanta secretary and treasurer.
power
perma
and
were
to
make
If
to
conditions
have
remain
the
not a poor bargain, as is sometimes the same to promise them ah lmmiml- o
compensation.
It
such
for
provides
manner
providing
adopt
the
nently
might
as
they
are
there
popularly supposed.
It was reason- T from disease equal to that which
To Property Owners:
corpora
by
and
passed
Senate
the
has
been
of
in
which
this
the
affairs
be
a
doubt
as
to
wisdom
of
this
the
able estimate of the value of the pro- they would enjoy in our southern
We have several cash customers
perty of the Panama Canal Company. States under like conditions of em expenditure; but when we look around has the approval of the President.' If tion shall be conducted.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, We have
ployment.
The offer to sell at that price came
popu- you gentlemen desire to reap for hereunto set our bands and seals this
for good residence property, scant
increasing
see
and
rapidly
the
from the French Company Itself, and
Inasmuch as some of you gentlemen
trade and industry the ful 31st day of December, A. D. 1906.
residence lots, and vacant ' business
was not suggested by any official of are contemplating making an early lation and resulting density of traffic American
to be afforded,
(Signed) i
in our country, when we observe that lest benefits which are you
the United States. For two years tie trip to the Isthmus, I beg leave to say our
property. If you have anything yon
should im
(SEAL)
A. T. REMER,
vast transportation
facilities. by the Panama Canal,
Isthmian Canal. Commission nad tried that personally I nave no more uneas(SEAL)
GOOD,
JOSIAH
your.
upon
press
want to sell, call at our office and
in
Representative
to get from the French Company a iness about going down there than I which made possible our country's
(SEAL)
J. H. WINKLEY,
specific statement of the amount it have about going to other parts of the wonderful expansion, and form the Congress your wish to have this bill
give
us a description of your prop(SEAL)
J. E. GOOD,
was willing to accept for its proper- United States. As an evidence of my underlying basis of our prosperity, become a law.
- ;;
(SEAL)
NUSBAUM,
erty.
W.
Our past record is proof that
J.
simply swamped with the traf
ty, but .could not Finally when it good faith, I will say that I have takWhat Is the nse of spending mil- ELLA N. BAUSLIN, (SEAL)
became evident that the United States en my family there for a visit of sev- fic ... which they are ... called . upon
we
can
sell it,
(SEAL)
ELI GOOD.
was going to Save a canal of its own, eral weeks during the close of the to handle, and when we contemplate lions of American money in the conCARLTON & BELL,
highway
new
for
Ameri
a
season.
either at. Panama or at some point rainy
They "oad a thoroughly the enormous amount of money .that struction of
on me ism mug, roe French Company good time while there, and return rji mast be raised to adequately provide! can commerce when we have no Am- State of Kansas, County of Marion, aa.
Opposite Postoffice.
Before me, a Notary Public, in and
concluded to sell for $109,000,000. As to this climate without experiencing
EXPERT TUNING.
this was far in excess of the value the least injurious effect. Never in facilities for taking care of the increas erican ships in which to carry that for the County and State aforesaid,
Telephone 322.
Old Indian River Rye. Oriental.
What la the use of can thia day personally appeared A. T.
of their unfinished work tiiat propo the history cf the world has any gov ed volume of business, we are com commerce?

sition was not favorably received and
the House of Representatives prompt
ly passed a bill for the construction
of a canal in Nicaragua.
This bill passed the House by 3iich
an overwhelming majority that it was
evident to the French Company, and
to the world at large, that the Government- was in earnest in its inten
tion to build a canal of Its own. As
the amount of commerce in prospect
was not sufficient for two canals, it
looked as though the French Company would iave to abandon their
canal at Panama if the United States
WHAT THE FRENCH DID AND built one alongside of it at Nicaragua.
The company became alarmed and
HOW UNCLE SAM FOUND IT,
'earing the loss of all their property,
they offered to sell for $40,000,000.
This amount was the estimated value
to the Unlte-- I States of the French
work, as made by the Isthmiam Ca
nal Commission in 1901.
It consisted of the following items
SANITARY CONDITIONS

PANAMA

.

CANAL

-

ernment or any corporation made such
comprehensive and exhaustive ar
rangements for Hie health and com
fort of ltd common laorers as has
the Government of the United States
on the Isthmus,-annowhere else on
earth have the sanitary rules - been
so rigidly enforced, with 'such suc
cessful results.
la addition to making' the Isthmus
a healthy place in which to live and
work, we have accomplished many
other and scarcely less difficult tasks
We have established a system of gov
ernment for the preservation of law
and order with the result that, not
withstanding we have a mixed popula
tion drawn from all quarters of the
earth, serious crime is unknown, and
arrests are mainly for petty offenses
and violations of the sanitary laws.
We have erected for employees of
all kinds towns and villages, varying
in population from 100 to 5,000, com
posed of buildings constructed in ac
cordance witn the principles of sani
tary science, provided with modern
sewerage systems, and with abundant supplies of pure water. We 'have
established by means of refrigerat
ing plants on the Government's steam
ers, a cold storage plant at Colon, and
refrigerator cars on the Parfama Rail
road a continuous line of food supply
between the markets of the United
States and the dwelling and eating
places of every employee on the Isth

".
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Bernard Pos Piano Co

Nine year old Rlppy.
Limburger Cheese
Majestic
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Boellner, the
cheaper.
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of Ellda, came to RosMiss Helen Mitchell came up from
well Saturday night to remain three Hagerman
this morning to spend the
or four days.
by Miss Eva G.
day. accompanied
Dace, of Denver, who is visiting ur.
If you buy right yon can always and Mrs. J. A. Farnswortn at Hagsell for a profit. Buy real estate from erman.
Carlton & Bell.
J. F. Spiker and family returned j
their home in Artesia this morning
T. F. Cazier came up from Avalon after spending a week in Roswell.
dam Sunday morning for a short vis They were accompanied by Misses
It with bis family.
Maud Chinn and Glessie McCully, of
Clarence, Mo.
I want to rent one good rooming
W. J. Irwin and wife, who have been
house, close in. Can pay a good price
this morning
It here for four weeks, left
for it. Charles Brown.
for their home in Vincennes, Ind.,
W. Mayfield, Claude Chambers and to sell their property and return to
to return
Fred Witt, of Carlsbad were here Sun Roswell to live. They expect
in about a month and buy property.
day calling on lady friends.
W. A. Wilson, surveyor and artesian
of the
L. W. Holt,
inspector, who has been working
First National Bank, of Hagerman well
in the vicinity of Artesia for the past
was a visitor here Sunday.
week, came up Sunday morning to
the day with lady friends, re
The Shelby lias taken another step spend
toward metropolitan service by put turning to his work Sunday nlgnt.
ting its porter in uniform.
The Woman's Club will meet Wed
afternoon at 2:30 at the Car
Master Percy Greinir returned Sun aesday
study Kronen literaday morning from a visit with the fa negie Library toleadership
of Mrs. J
ture, under the
mily of . J. Tbode of Dexter,
J. Hagerman. A full attendance is de
o
all members are requested
We have all kinds of bargains in sired and
81t2
on time.
city property of all kinds. See us be to be
yon
buy.
&
Bell.
Carlton
fore
Misses Lou B. Gee, Georgie Garner
and Bert Wigginton. the latter form
Beginning Monday, Jan. 28th, tui erly of Fredonia, Ky.. returned to
near Hagerman this
homes
tion fee for the Kindergarten at 106 their
morning
an extended visit in
S. Kentucky will be $3.00 per month. Roswell. after
They will do some fence
80tf.
work and other improving on their
claims near Hagerman.
H. T. Drury and B. F. Daniel re
Pearce went to Amarillo Sun
turned Sunday morning from a busi dayFrank
to superintend the construction
ness visit of several days in Hager
of the new buildings for the Morrowman.
Thomas Hardware Co., in that city.
company has deeded to erect
Miss E. Stevens arrived Sunday The
three large buildings instead of two,
from Boston, Mass., for a visit of five as
planned. Mr. Pearce will be
or six weeks with Miss Elizabeth gonefirstabout
a week this trip. .
Kingston.
o
Best to Plant Now.
Today, I have a call for a small
Now is the best time to plant
iiouse, or for two rooms. I want to
trees, before the roots begin to
rent these for the season. See me.
grow. R. F. Cruse has all kinds
Charles Brown.
It
J.

-

--

pyrography wood and
81tl
outfits at the Racket Store.'
Joe J. Boyd, of Lake Arthur, was
Mrs. J. L. Leonard left this morn
a Sunday visitor.
ing for a months' visit with relative
at Kansas City.
Cedar Brook, formerly W. H. Me69tf
Brayer. Oriental.
John Decker returned to Hager
man this morning to resume work
pruning treeB.
B. F. Egger came down from
Sunday night.
W. H. Moses, bridge fQreman on
Fe, came up
S. P. Smith, Jr., of Florence, Colo., this part of the Santa
from Carlsbad this morning.
arrived Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Harper Sillman. of
A swell line of Linen Box Paper.
81t3 Carlsbad, were here today on their
25c a box while they last.
way to New York for a six weeks
visit.
was
Lawrence,
Will
of Lake Arthur
up Sunday to spend the day.
All members are requested to be
of the Wo
C. L. Wilson, of Dayton, spent Sun ON TIME at the meeting
man's Club at 2:30 Wednesday after
day with lady friends in Roswell.
noon.
olt
morn
Sunday
S. Totzek returned
Whittlessey, of Cres- ing from a trip to Pecos and El Paso ton,Mrs.la.,Helen
for three weeks a visitor
morning for Colorado
Just received, a fine lot of China here left this
Slop Jars at the Racket Store. 81t3 Springs.
H. Fox and Doud Patrick came
Don't fail to see our list of bar In J.this
morning from the Plains
gains in this issue. Carltoa & Bell. where they have been drilling a well
for Elza White.
Harry W. Morrison, of Carlsbad
spent Sunday with relatives in this
J. B. Morris and wife, of Lake Arcity.
thur, were shoppers here today.
J. W. O'Brien returned this mornE. W. Mitchell was confined to his ing from Dexter.
bed with La Grippe for two or three
F. G. Walters and E. E. Rinehart,
days.
o
of Hagerman, came up this morning
C. Warren returned Sunday morn to close a contract for some building
lng from a business trip to Midland, work at their home town.
Texas.
iTrA TtnMitnlri nxtA wife returned to
home at Elkins this morning.
John M. Davisson, of Hagerman their
spent two weeks here visiting
was up Sunday for a short visit with They
MrsL Bachtold s sister, Mrsi M. u.
friends.
S7tf

Wants Five Millions Damages.
Prince City, Mo., Jan- - 28. Declaring that his patent for fastening armor plate together bfts been illegally
utilized in the building of sixteen
American battleships, Peter McMillan
of this city an 80 year old inventor,
has filed a claim with the government
for damages aggregating $5,000,000.
A bill for the claim has already been
introduced in both the House and the
Congressman,
3enate by a Missouri
ind the aged - inventor is confident
hat the bill will be allowed. McMillan also alleges that his patent has
een used by American shipbuilding
companies in building warships for
tussia and Japan.
o
Wild Injuns in London.
London. Jan.. 28. A revival of Don
ald MacLaren's play "The Redskin
which was a failure in New York will
be Dresented at Liverpool tonight- un
der the romantic title of "Adulola, the
Lily of the Ocktochee," and will later
be brought to London, me cast, is
made up entirely of British actors ana
the characters of the revised drama
for Enelish consumption include suchIonhair raising names as Cagawicka,
awanda, Tanamongosn and Matawag-non- .
Numerous romantic episodes
have been introduced to make the
drama coincide with the Englishman's
knowledge of the aboriginal Atnerican
gained chiefly from a perusal of Hiawatha and Fenimore Cooper's tales.
'

Dr. A. L. Norfleet came up from
'
Artesia this morning.
o
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Manning, of
Carlsbad, were here today.

Oriental.

Jeweler,

Oriental.

A. Helm,

o

Galveston Plans Spreads.
Des Moines la., Jan. 28. A movement for the adoption of the Galves
ton plan of municipal government by
a commission has been inaugurated
in Iowa, and a bill allowing such a
change will probably be passed during
the present session of the legislature.
The proposed law will apply only to
cities of 40,000 population or over
and the change in the form of government will not be made compulsory,
The movement
but merely optional.
originated in Sioux City, and tjhat
town will probably be the first to
adopt the Galveston plan.
o

Pueblo Boxing Bout..
Pueblo, Col., Jan. 28. Kid, Tex of
Leadville and Roxy Roach of Sedalia,
Mo., will fight twenty rounds at the
Grand opera house here
night. Both boys have been in train
ing for some time and will weigh 122
pounds at 6 o'clock. The recent achievement of Tex in flooring Kid Hardin has made him a favorite here and
he is being heavily backed by local
sports who believe that he will 'show'
the Missouri lad.
Live Stock Market.

Jan. 28. Cattle re
Kansas City
ceipts, 9.000, including 300 southerns.
Market steady.
Native steers, 4.006.60
Southern steers, 3.50 5.25
Southern cows. 2.253.75
Native cows and heifers, 2.255.00
Stackers and feeders, 3.755.75

Miners Entombed
Continued from First Page.)
head of the cylinder on the ice machine blew off, filling the room with
ammonia fumes. Three men- were
Instantly killed and a fourth died on
the way to the hospital. The other
men are in serious condition.
Half a Million Dollar Fire.
Buffalo, N. Y The Columbia building, an eight-stor-y
structure at Seneca and Wells street, was burned this
morning. The financial loss is estimated at $500,000. Three' firemen are
missing, having been caught with 12
more firemen in the collapse of a
wall. The firemen who were working
upon a roof adjoining the warehouse
saw the tottering walls and started
to run down stairs, but were, caught
by falling debris which crash brought
the roof. The names of the missing
men are Elliott, Norton and Heineke.
Later fireman Elliott was rescued.
Arkansas Town Flooded.
Memphis, Tenn., Jan. 28. The Lux- ora, Ark., town levee broke Sunday
and tne place was flooded with water, driving the residents to second
stories. No loss of life is reported.
The government levee back of Luxora is still holding and is patrolled by
guards. Ail wires are down and fur
-

--

-

ther particulars unobtainable.

MONEY CONTRIBUTIONS
FOR FAMINE SUFFERERS,
Washington.
Jan. 28. American
Consul General
Rodgers, of Shang
hai, cabled the State Department to
day regarding the Chinese
famine.
He strongly advises that money con
tributions be sent instead of food at
present. Provisions can be purehas
ed at Shanghai at favorable prices
The time saved is the great object.

Artesia

the Fight.
D. L. Newkirk, editor of the Artesia News, and Gayle Talbot, a former
editor at Artesia, came in Saturday
afternoon from Santa Fe, where they
have been lobbying for the proposed
new county. It is understood
they
have given up the fight. The resolution to exclude lobbysts, and the res
olution introduced by Councilman Cam
eron to postpone consideration of all
county division propositions probably
settles the matter.
Men Give Up

Prof. Jackson Dead.
Chicago, Jan. 28.
Prof. Wilber S.
Jackson, dean of the School of Eduat
cation
the University of Chicago.
died taxlay after an illness of less
Sian 24 hours.
O

KANSAS POLITICIAN
DIES AT BARTLESVILLE.
Bartlesville,-- 1. T., Jan. 28. Richard
T. Blue, an attorney and formerly
congressman from Kansas, died of
heart disease at his home here today,
He served through the Civil War in
the Union army, and emerged with
the title of Colonel.

Bulls. 2.755.25
Calves, 3.257.50
Western fed steers, 3.75 ( 5.75
Western fed cows. 2.50S4.25
Sheep receipts, 8.000. Steady.
Muttons, 4.755.75
Lambs, 6.7o7.50

Ellen Terry's Farewell.
New York, Jan. 28. Ellen Terry be
gins Her series of farewell appearanc
es in America at the Empire theater
tonight, appearing in "Captain Brass- a comedy writ
bound's Conversion,
Range wethers, 5.006.40
ten especially for her by George Ber
Fed ewes, 4.005.25
daughter
Terry's
Miss
nard Shaw.
o
will act as stage manager . and the
tour will be under the management of
Exciting Runaway on Main.
All of the larger
Felix Knox, driving a team hitch Charles Frohman.
visited before
ed to the gearing of a lumber wagon American cities will beEurope.
was in an exciting runaway on Main Miss Terry returns to
o
street at 1:45 this afternoon. Two
Tennessee Masonic Conclave.
fighting dogs ran under his horses at
28. The
Tenn., Jan.
Nashville,
the corner of Fourth street and caus
ed the team to run south, throwing Grand Chapter of the Royal Arch Maout the driver and running over him sons of Tennessee convened in Ma
The tongue of the, wagon dropped sonic temple this afternoon, following
down and dragged all the way to the a session of the Grand Council this
Grand Central Hotel, parts of it be morning. Prominent Masons from all
ing broken off from time to time. parts of the state are in attendance
Mr. Knox was not seriously Uurt, but at the conclave and will be entertain
a huge splinter from the toigue ran ed by the local members.
into the foot of one of the horses. In
Bryan in Los Angeles.
attempting to pull it out the splinter
Los Angeles, Cal. Jan. 28. Colonel
was broken off in the nesh.
and Mrs. W. J. Bryan arrived in Los
Angeles today and will be the guests
Found Telescope of Clothes.
Cole, Jr. Mr. Bryan will adE. W. Mitchell found a telescope of Nathan
a large crowd at the Auditorium
full of lady's and child's clothing, dressevening.
some only partly finished, in the old this
o
ice factory this morning. They were
Verdict of Willful Murder.
evidently stolen and hidden there.
London, Jan. 28. A verdict of wil
There was also a present from Besmurder" was rendered by the corsie Clark in the grip. The owner may ful
jury this morning against Hor
oner's
Record
calling
by
the
at
same
have
George Rayner, the man who killproperty and paying ace William
oflBce. proving
Whitely. merchant, Janued
for this notice.
ary 24. But few additional facts were
developed, and the police believe it
For Sale.
was a case of attempt to blackmail
cheap.
the merchant.
Special bargain: Five acres
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Hemstreet, of
mile from court house, good
SENSATIONAL CHARGE
Texico, came down Saturday night
Wanted.
house, alfalfa, water right, tf
AGAINST MR. BAILEY.
for a short visit with friends, returnA man to trim a small orchard In
BELL.
&
CARLTON
Austin. Tex., Jan. 28. A telegram
ing home Sunday.
town.
tf
is alleged to have been sent out from
Emmett Patton returned this morn- here to certain newspapers charging
W. A. Stewart, of Amarillo, specH.
Cedar Brook, formerly W.
ing from a Sunday visit at his home that Senator Bailey corrupted the
ial agant of the railroad, was nere
and secured the voting
morals
near Hagerman.
59tf
Oriental.
Sunday on his way home from a business trip to Texico.
vice-preside-

-

one-fourt- h

Mc-Bray-

J. M. Hughes returned to TTrton this
morning after buying a gasoline engine here for his newspaper plant recently established there.
'Here is a bargain for you.

Forty
acres of fine land wHh water. Fine
orchard. Some alfalfa. This land must
'be sold soon. See Charles Brown. It

f

Mrs. M. J. Stroub, who bas been
here prospecting for ten days, left
this morntag for, her home in Fallis,
O. T. She will sell out there and return to Roswell.
A. M. Robertson has sufficiently
covered to be removed from St.

reMa-

Whatever
Your Wants

EVERYONE
HAS SOMETHING
TO SELL
OR
SOflETHING TO

You Can

OR

HE WANTS
SOriETHING THAT
SOriE OTHER

Find
Them

ry's Hospital to the residence of
Charles Brown on South Washington.
He was moved Sunday.
Christenson and C. F. Simpson
the latter a piano tuner arrived Sunday morning from Carlsbad to make
Roswell a prospecting visit. They
lately came from New York.
C. M.

MAN MAY SELL
TO HIM.
IT MAY BE

Through
The
Columns

E. E. Bateman and little son, Geo.,
left Sunday morning for their home
Marques. Texas. They have been
here visiting Mr. Bateman's brother,
V. S. Bateman, for the past week.

C L. Higday returned Sunday morn
Ing from a stay of several days at
Malaga, where he is interested in the
boom that has been started lately in

REAL ESTATE
CHATTELS
HORSES
HOUSES
WHAT NOT

The Results are the same
through The Record.

Of

The

that town and surrounding country.
. Mrs. E. W. Mitchell returned this
morning from a visit in Hagerman.
where she was the guest of ner sis
ter. Mrs. A. R. Teeple. Mr. Mitchell
was able to be out today after an attack of grip- -

Record

TRADE

Quick and

;

Satisfactory
Ex c h an ges

strength of ' the legislature in bis
race for
as United States
nnwn
Senator bv the "usuar nf vino
and money."
The members of the leiHalntniva re
sent this statement, and the senate
today appointed a committee to investigate the conduct of the newspa
per men to see which. If any one,
here has sent such a story.

See CARLTON & BELL,

. Tuesday's Bargains.
Ten bars Laundry Soap, 25c.
$1.00 box Toilet Soap, 25c.
Two mouse traps for 5c.
Four rolls Toilet Paper,

fas

IV.

It will soon be time, and we have

prepared by putting in a full line

25c.

One Ax Handle, 15c.
Many other bargains

at Makin's.

Nine year old Rippy.

Oriental.

--

Ten cents to all

of Garden Tools, Cultivators, Bar
rows, etc.
Our immense stock of dependable

at Majestic tonight

Change of program tonight. Majes

It

tic.

C.

Hardware is at your disposal.

Arthur, was

Disney, of Lake

here today.

e

R. T. Allison returned this morning
from his ranch near Lake Arthur.

Percy Hagerman and little son.
who have been visiting at South
Spring, left on the auto this after
noon for Santa Fe.
After the first of February the Pecos ,Valley S,team Laundry will do
nothing but a strictly cash business
73U2. -

"

Exposition of Safety Devices.
New York, Jan. 2S. An exposition
payable an
enu of safety devices, under the auspices
njM
"onp sjojoc of the American Iustitute of Social
Service, was opened here today and
P. O.
will last until February 9. Hundreds
Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Norwood, of of devices for protecting the lives and
Nelson, Neb., who have been at Lake limbs of workmtnt and others are be
Arthur for two weeks, came up this ing slowu by American inventors
morning for a visit in Roswell.
and manufacturers, and in addition
Fred Vanderwark, of Lakewood, there are several large exhibits from
A considerable
was here on business today, accom Europa.
portion of
panied by M. P. Hatfield, of Wichita, the Belgian exposition of safety deKan., who will remain in Roswell a vices has been loaned by
the Belgian
few days before going home.
Minister of labor, and Dr. Muenster-berg- ,
the famous European authority
M. M. Brunk came up from Dexter
this morning, accompanied by J. S on public charities, has sent a typiDr. Mamy, director of
Steele, of Lovaland. Colo., who came cal exhibit.
to close a contract for an artesian the museum of security, has sent a
well on his place near Dexter.
large collection of photographs
and
scale drawings of safety devices, as
Kipling's Candy Store has just re has Dr. Hartman, of the Berlin musceived a shipment of the celebrated eum of security. Great interest is be
Schrafft's candies. This candy is ing manifested in the exposition by
made in Boston, 'and is the finest line members and officials of labor unions
that has ever been brought to Ros md charitable organizations. The prowell. Anyone entering the store can moters of the exhibit believe that it
not help noticing the display in the will be a great aid in arousing public
show 'case. It is arranged in a ter- sentiment and that it will result in a
race like manner which fully dis widespread demand for the use of saf
plays it. It would be well for those ety appliances to prevent
railroad
that like good candy to inspect wrecks and accidents in mines and
Candy,
at
Schrafft's ' Boston Made
shops.
Kipling's Candy Store.
o
The Desires of Little Children.
A little boy called at the postofflce
Nine year old Rippy. Oriental.
today and asked if a package
was
The clerk sl'ced him
there.
what
K. C. Dye Works.
package.
a
kind
of
boy
answered
Will do your cleaning and press "A boy's package." TheThe clerk
was
ing. 123 West 2nd St.
74tf lnable to find the desired parcel from
the description given. A few days ago
a little girl, a very small one, called
U. S. WEATHER BUREAU.
at the Carnegie Library. Approaching
(Local Report.)
the librarian she said: "I want one
Roswell, N. M., Jan. 28. Tempera of them "ere books."
The librarian
mean,
Max.,
38. asked what kind of a book she want52; min., 24;
ture.
ed
S.
E.,
was,
veloc
and her answer
Precipitation 00; wind
"One of them
'ere
ity 4 miles; weather clear.
books."
o
Forecast, Roswell and Vicinity:
Gillette Saved by Appeal.
Fair tonight and Tuesday; station
ary temperature.
Herkeimer, N. Y-- , Jan. 28. Chester
E. Gillette, under sentence to die in
M. WRIGHT,
the electric chair at Auburn prison
Official in Charge.
during the present week, has been giv
en a new lease of life by an appeal
filed by his lawyers. Gillette murdered Grace Brown , his sweetheart, at
Big Moose Lake, July 10. He failed
to carry out his promises to marry her
and to escape her pleading he killed
ber. The letters of Miss Brown to
Gillette, which were introduced
in
court, were the most touching and paFOR SALE.
thetic read to a jury in recent years.
FOR SALE.
Land scrip. W. G. Gillette remains firm in his protestations of innocence.
42tf
Skillman.
o
Indian Land Bids.
A fresh cow. Inquire
POR SALE:
Washington,
28. The gigantic
80tf task of opening Jan. 300,000
at 308 N. Penn. ave.
sealed bids
the
gentle horse, for lands in the Kiowa comanche and
Good
FOR SALE:
guaranteed to work anywhere. R. Apache Indian reservations, known as
74tl0 the Oklahoma big pasture, is near-in..
H. McCune,
and it is expected that
FOR SALE:
Three or four miles the completion
open woven wire fence. Apply Oa- will official list of successful bidders
be made public by the land office
tf. within
sis ranch, or phone 347.
the next few days. The averOne rotary and drop age price is $12.19 an acre and the red
FOR SALE.
Austin well drilling machine. Phone skins will receive a total of more
J4,500,000 or an average of $1,200
or write the Oasis Ranch.
29tf than
each.
Bronze turkeys and
FOR SALE:
Archbishop Quigley Sails.
Barred Plymouth Rock Chickens,
New York, Jan. 28. Archbishop
at Slaughter farm. Inquire J. A. Quigley
of Chicago sailed today for
75mwf tf. Naples and will go from there to
Williams.
visit the Pope.
FOR SALE:
Scotch Collie pups, en- Rome, where he will
o
titled to register. "Only two left out.
Washington Auto Show.
Washington Jan. 26. The motor
of3ix. Half mile northeast of Milcar
show of the Washington Automoitary Academy. Address F. H. Patbile Dealers' Association opened at
80tf
rick, R. F. D. 66.
the Dupont garage today and will continue through the week. The exhibFOR RENT.
its are expensive and the prospects
are good for a large attendance.
One nice front room.
FOR RENT:
81t3
Call at T. C. Market.
If sold within the next 30 days I
acre
FOR RENT:
Two desirable unfur- will take $6,000 for my 16
known as the Crawford ornished rooms, first floor front, 106 orchard
chard, situated about one mile north80t3 east from the court house in Roswell.
S. Ky.
This
is well worth $500 per
Large sunny room for acre, property
FOR RENT:
and may soon be worth more.
two. Also board, 'phone 149, 719 N.
E. L. WILDY,
Los Angeles, Calif.
77tf
Main St.
206 Grant Bldg.
(smwt6
fertile
One acre
FOR
RENT:
o
ground, water furnished. Close in.
$500,000 to loan on Irrigated farms
Give
share crops. Inquire 221
It
N. Main.
Room occupied by
FOR RENT:
I ee & Hampton, after Feb. 1st.
74tf
H. P. Hobson.

Long time loans. Interest
weoi bo Xd o aSaiuud
ibioqbukj 'isqjen "S T
Agent, 303 N. Main. opp.

Classified

ids.

g

2-- 3

PopShelled pop-corWANTED:
corn Man, cor. 3rd and Main. 81t3
Position, to trim trees,
WANTED:
by experienced primer. Inquire at
,
Roswell HoteL ..
It

Blue

pin on Main
noon. Please
fice for liber

LOST.
(enameled Swastika
itreet Saturday afterreturn to Record of-reward.
It

Old Indian River Rye.
"Cheyenne,"

at Majestic

Oriental.

song with illustrations
tonight. 10c.
It
o

McWilliams,
who has been
here visiting his son, left this mora-ingfo- r
his home in Hamilton. Mo.
Wm.

Harry Hamilton, postmaster at Artesia, returned Sunday night from a
month's visit with his family at San
Antonio.

R. H. Kemp, who has boon at Amarillo with other Roswell citizens on
business, left
Interstate Commerce
on a trip East.
there Saturday
cr

Mrs. T. A. Baldwin left this morning for for her hon:e at LaBelle, .Mo.
She had been here a month visiting
her daughter, Mrs. C. 1$. Hutchinson.
o

J.

Hughes has established a
new weekly newspaper at he town
of Urton, formerly
His first
issue appeared last week under tue
head, "The Urton Record."
M.

I

Kt-nn-

George Slaughter returned Sum lay
night from Midland,
eo II K
having
from that place to Portales H his
automobile. He has been o:i an ex- tended trip through the I'anhan.lh
o

Wool

Market.

Jan. zn. wool siea
Territory and Western mediums.
est.

6? 27;

Liouis,

lstil;

medium,

fine

carry it in stock.

We

ue.

THEATRE
F. C. NELMS,
--

-

Manager

TWO SHOW'S DAILY- -

7:15 and 8:15 p. m.
Program
For
To-Nig-

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

ht

i

Overture.

Apartments to Let.
Masters Are Out.

Song "Cheyenne."
Overture.
Shooting Exposition.
Song "Way Down

Indiana."

in Old

Limburger.
(Feature).
Overture.
March.

10. Exit

ADMISSION

10 cts.
No Reserved Seats
Complete Change of
Program

MONDAYS &

THURSDAYS
For the Children
two
Matinees Mon. and
Sat. 3 p. m.

Wall Covering
TVe

li

Majestic

Burlap

WANTED.

LOST:

a trip into the

Guadalupe
mountains, where
has been arrang
Boykia,
M.
A.
a
search for
leg for
lately escaped from the Port ales.
home after

iGarden Tpolx

For Rent.
Farm near Roswell. 44 acres ra al
falfa,' 12 acres in good bearing orch
ard, 55 to 60 acres more in cultivation. Ditch water. House and farming
implements.
Rents for part of crop.

W. E. Tipton, of Texico, sheriff In

that city, was here Sunday on his way

Going to Put in a Garden?

;

put it on the wall for jou.

THE DANIEL DRUG CO

